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To Have and Have Not.
Cecilia Freschini
in conversation with
Lee Kuang-Yu
The Taiwanese-born Lee Kuang-Yu (born 1954) joins
this year’s 57th Venice Biennale with a special project
hosted by the National Pavilion of San Marino in which he
presents a new sculptural ensemble. Lee’s vision – imbued
with Eastern aesthetics and philosophy – originates in
his background studying oil painting at university. His
sculptural work has since ranged between a formal, plastic
beauty in step with nature, and a spatial conception
pertaining directly to human existence. The artist’s work
extends his own individual quirks as well as specific
locations into universal symbols relating to contemporary
social and cultural trends.
Cecilia Freschini: Your solo exhibition at the
Venice Biennale presents a series of works focused
on violence, love, and peace in relation to Eastern
tradition and philosophy. What is the importance of
these issues to your cultural perspective?
Lee Kuang-Yu: The Venice Biennale is a platform
for international artists to express their concerns over
contemporary issues. I come from the cultural and
philosophical background of the East and I live in
multi-cultural Taiwan. This experience allows me to
instil Eastern culture into my art. Its different values
are particularly valuable on an international platform
for their potential to create a world of freedom and
sharing.
CF: The show will be exhibited at Palazzo Rota
Ivancich, where Hemingway spent some time in the
1950s. Can you explain the writer’s influence on the
exhibition’s title: “To have and have not”… or “to be
or not to be”?
LK-Y: “To Have and Have Not” is the title
Hemingway’s 1937 novel, analogous to Hamlet’s
question. The style and arrangement of this exhibition lie somewhere in between fantasy and reality. I
use a large number of holes; voids that reveal what
is real. But the title might equally be understood to
mean that ‘to have is to have not’, as a counsel against
material obsession.
CF: Hemingway also wrote, “Nobody ever lives
their life all the way up except bullfighters”. What
does the bull symbolize to you?

LK-Y: This is a concept very similar to that of the
enlightened warriors of the East, who demonstrate
mankind’s fearless spirit. The answer depends on
the individual. For me, the bull is about the strength
to follow one’s will. This means freedom to me. The
historical background of this space and the sculptures
displayed here create intertextuality, as the past and
present overlap. Hemingway’s description of the
syndromes of his era is equally meaningful today.
He says that the fascination of bullfighting lies in
its evocation of immortality. This is also applicable
to the arts.
CF: Your works propose an art in which Eastern
traditions, Buddhist and Taoist philosophy in
particular, are intertwined with modernism, but also
with Spanish artistic heritage. You spent a long time
studying fine art in Madrid, is there anything you still
carry with you from that period?
LK-Y: My exposure to Western art and culture
when I was young played a pivotal role in my later
development. It allowed me to appreciate the
characteristics of Eastern cultures in a relatively quick
manner, and I developed an international language
that combines cultural perspectives of both East and
West. I was drawn to cubism and expressionism, while
both Alberto Giacometti and Henry Moore inspired
me in my thinking and exploration of sculpture.
CF: Under your father’s guidance you excelled
at painting in school, and even though Taiwan has
a long tradition of ink painting you chose sculpture.
LK-Y: My father studied industrial design
in Tokyo before he became a teacher of fine art.
Growing up, I learnt calligraphy and ink painting. It
wasn’t until I went to Spain that I was touched by the
nature of sculpture. After that, I rarely painted. I did,
however, make a lot of dynamic sketches to grasp the
characteristics of moving subjects. It forced me to
instantly spot the most obvious and straightforward
elements. My works over recent years are mainly
planar sculptures, compressed to a slim thickness
with an abundance of pictorial elements. In sum,
they are a world where two dimensions intersect
with three dimensions.
CF: Your works often involve the reconstruction
of fragments and disassembled waste, do you have a
personal affinity with the material you use?
LK-Y: I often segment my completed works
and piece them together again at a different angle.
Surprises usually come from the least expected
source. I attempt to interpret the changes in my
garden and in nature via different shapes: bottles,

the fragments of Chinese temple sculptures, the
shadows on walls, and Indonesian shadow puppetry.
I am familiar with these because I have entered
their worlds.
CF: You’ve recently moved from molding with
plaster and clay to a range of different openwork
techniques: welding metal, bending plastic sheets,
punching holes.
LK-Y: My recent works speak of my love for
calligraphy. I write in the air with iron bars and sheets,
with dynamics reflective of the pulses in life. You
can play with the shape of a character. It is an open
technique. The morphology of calligraphy showcases
the ideas of creativity: free, sensory and immortal.
CF: In sculpture, voids, cracks and openings
increase the space processed by light and shadow.
What does it means for you to “open a work”?
LK-Y: The act of opening up and penetrating a
closed entity involves the closure and opening of
oneself. It stems from the personal, indeed spiritual,
experience of pain. It also comes from the violence
inflicted on all people by the outside world. One day
I dug a big hole out of a sculpture I had finished and
I was so happy about it. I went through it. In the end
I drill a cavity in each piece. Over time, the hole is no
longer just a hollow as it is in the beginning. Rather,
it develops into a garden with a sense of space and
deeper meaning. I came to realize that there is no
opening or closure. They look different but share the
same nature. Void and fullness should not be treated
any differently. They are simply different forms of
being. In this way I transcend my pains and conflicts
as I see them, and find my own existence.
CF: Are you suggesting a different way to engage
with sculpture’s three-dimensionality?
LK-Y: I’m advocating a new approach to
the appreciation of sculpture, by simultaneously
shifting between senses and sensibilities. Too many
contemporary works are conceptual, only appealing
to the rational aspect of mankind. Everything in life
can stir your feelings and emotions. This is not an
idea or concept, but a flowing energy. To touch the
sentiments of humanity we wish the audience to
participate in sculpture’s spatial structure. I open
up the space of my sculptures by creating different
facets. In this way, the viewers have to adjust their
perspectives and move their bodies accordingly, in
order to experience the fusion of the sculptures and
the spaces they are in. Of course, evoking feelings
requires emotional resonance. Without it, sentiment
becomes fragile and fragmented.

CF: The voids in your sculptures not only hold
formal significance but also indicate a contemporary
social deficiency. Would you agree?
LK-Y: I believe that the responses of artists, both
direct and indirect, to the flaws and failures of our
society should be based on the essence of art. Social
violence of all kinds has put people around the world
into a state of anxiety and hopelessness; I feel we may
have lost the ability to deal with our internal being.
Many of our obsessions are the source of social strife,
while much Eastern philosophy – the oneness of
heaven and humanity for instance – may help us to
return to a point when mankind and nature resided
in harmony. Contemporary art looks as if it wants to
get close to us, but in fact it is alienating its audience.
I would rather my sculptures appealed to love, fear,
hope and pain, in order to bring a primal vitality to art.
CF: In fabricating your bronzes, you used to treat
the metal to modify the final result. What is the
importance of color, luminous effects, and texture
in your work?
LK-Y: The Eastern tradition states that all objects
and living creatures comprise five elements: Earth,
Water, Fire, Wind and Air. I observe these five
elements in my works at the polishing stage, in order
to augment their subtlety of texture and strength of
shape. Just as spotty verdigris develops on copper, so
wet moss grows on stone. Eastern philosophy often
understands moments in life as well as the process
of dying in terms of the five elements. They are the
aesthetics of life and nature.
CF: Sculpture in the traditional sense hinges
on the concept of lasting time, which conflicts with
modern life’s preoccupation with transitoriness and
obsolescence. How can you continue to use such
eternal materials as marble and bronze?
LK-Y: Although sculpture is out of favour in the
international art world, art is not only about form. It
is a good thing that new forms continue to appear, but
quality lies in the depth and meaning of existence that
resides in the work. I still use bronze because I like
its textures, which are different from the futuristic or
postmodern feel of stainless steel and new materials.
They are also distinct from the cheap materials used
in Arte Povera. For me this most ancient of metals has
warmth. It is like flora. I don’t see the risk of being
outdated in contemporary art. Whilst some people
gaze forward, others look back.

